The Growing Divide
JON J. RoSENWASSER

REVIEW OF PETER D. FEAVER AND RICHARD H. KOHN, EDS.

Soldiers and Civilians:
The Civil-Military Gap andAmerican National Security
(Cambridge: MIT Press,2001) $28.95paper
Since September 11, 2001, the civilian and military mindsets seem to have
merged as the U.S. wages a campaign against terrorism. But this temporal congruence may mask what many analysts, practitioners, and reporters claim is a disconnect that has grown in the post-Cold War era. This disconnect may
potentially have adverse consequences for ensuring the military's future high level
of performance, as well as maintaining strong civilian authority.
Peter Feaver and Richard Kohn's edited volume, Soldiers and Civilians: The
Civil-Military Gap andAmericanNationalSecurity, explores this proposition of a
growing divide between civilian and military societies. Scholars from multiple
disciplines provide thoughtful analysis on a topic that to date has been largely
subject only to anecdotal and at times politically motivated commentary. Feaver
and Kohn have produced a book that is intellectually probing, empirically rich,
and solidly organized. Their book represents the single best source for understanding the current state of civil-military relations and will quickly be considered a seminal reader in the field along with classics by Samuel Huntington,
Morris Janowitz, Charlie Moskos and David Segal. Soldiers and Civilians also
supplies policymakers with guideposts for considering how to adjust the structures of the national security apparatus to cope with post-Cold War challenges.
That post-Cold War civil-military relations have frayed should not be surprising. The dissolution of the United States' principal enemy, the continued
drawdown of the armed forces, and the election of a left-of-center president (Bill
Clinton) with a liberal social agenda and political baggage vis-h-vis the military
quite naturally bred tension. Feaver and Kohn's team poses three questions to help
understand the nature and scope of the problem: what is the nature or character
JonJ. Rosenwasser is a doctoraldegree candidateat The FletcherSchool ofLaw and Diplomacy
andformer seniorstaffmember of the U.S. Senate Budget Committee (1995-1999).
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of the civil-military gap, what factors shape it, and does it impair the military's
effectiveness or civil-military cooperation? Of course, gaps exist not just between
civilian and military societies, but within each community as well-such as those
between Department of Defense civilians and elected officials in Congress, and
between officers and enlisted personnel. Unfortunately, many of these distinctions
are blurred for research simplicity. Feaver and Kohn's primary conclusion is that
the difficulty in connecting is caused not by a difference in culture, but by a lack
of understanding that, while far from crisis, may cause problems if left unattended.
Feaver and Kohn's work grows out of a broader study by the Triangle
Institute for Security Studies (TISS), a consortium of faculty at Duke University,
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and North Carolina State
University. A series of articles commissioned by TISS on the civil-military gap and
published in the journal Armed Forces c Society (Winter 2001) is a recommended
companion to Soldiers and Civilians.TISS's survey data of civilian and military
attitudes, perspectives, and opinions about social and religious values, views on
national security policy, military professionalism, and the state of the civil-military
relationship represent the most systematic effort to date to quantify key variables
of the civil-military relationship. Several authors in Soldiers and Civilians draw on
this data to frame their arguments. As with all surveys, however, this one requires
caveats, which the editors acknowledge. First, response rates among different subsamples varied significantly, from 22 percent of Army War College students to 79
percent of Naval War College students. Second, and far more significantly, the
survey was conducted during the fall of 1998 and winter of 1999, the nadir of
civilian authority in the post-Cold War period due to the impeachment and trial
of President Bill Clinton for lying about marital infidelity.
Chapters by Ole Holsti, James Davis, Paul Gronke and Feaver, and Michael
Desch use TISS data to confirm and detail several popular impressions about the
civil-military relationship. The military has become more partisan, with 64 percent of officers identifying themselves as Republicans-nearly twice as many did
a generation ago-and more than four times as many who identified themselves
as Democrats. The armed forces maintain a socially conservative culture, but
remain liberal on constitutional matters such as free speech and civil liberties. It
thoroughly believes in the subordination of the military to civilian authority, but
has less tolerance for civilians' right to be "wrong"' about policy decisions and
believes senior officials can and should exercise their right to resign in protest.
Desch offers demographic and institutional explanations of the civil-military divide that buttress both conservative and liberal viewpoints: the decline of
mass participation in the armed forces, the Vietnam War experience, Democrats'
opposition to many Vietnam era military policies as crystallized in McGovern's
1972 campaign, and the allegiance to the GOP generated by Reagan's military
buildup. David Segal, Peter Freedman-Doan, Jerald Bachman, and Patrick
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O'Malley offer a different view based on their analysis of enlisted personnel. They
argue that the transition to an all-volunteer force has made the military more professionally oriented and thus more politically motivated to protect their collective
interests. However, enlisted personnel are not more partisan.
Chapters by Russell Weigley, James Burk and William T. Bianco, and Jamie
Markham offer historical perspectives on the civil-military relationship, which are
invaluable primers for new students to the field. They give necessary context to
evaluate recent trends and understand the implications of any growing gap, even
if they occasionally elide description of the ebbs and flows in civil-military relations with a normative prescription for how that relationship should be drawn.
The final section features articles that explain the impact of civil-military
tensions on the defense establishment's effectiveness. Benjamin Fordham discusses defense policy, specifically patterns of
overall spending, and finds that other variables drove budgetary outcomes. Laura
Miller and John A. Williams tackle the is caused not by a difference
thorny issues of gender and sexuality as in culture, but by a lack
related to combat effectiveness. Peter of understanding.
Roman and David Tarr explore the development of military's professionalism and condude that no significant civil-military gap exists. In an impressive and sweeping
tour of civil-military relations in a number of countries, Eliot Cohen reaffirms the
enduring need for strong civilian authority.
While Soldiers and Civilians is quite comprehensive and insightful, it
remains very conservative in its research agenda. Civil-military relations in the
post-Cold War period remain a function of the traditional factors considered in
this volume, including the effects of the all-volunteer force, how the media portrays the military, and the degree of external threat. Meanwhile, non-traditional
elements must be more systematically explored. There are at least six areas that
deserve greater attention.
First, the reforms of the 1980s, including the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols
Defense Reorganization Act and changes in military professional education and
promotion procedures, centralized authority in the military command structure
and stre ngthened not only the military's war fighting competence, but also its
Washington bureaucratic savvy. This has several important implications for managing the so-called transformation of the Pentagon. Studies of civil-military relations in specific policy-making processes, such as the allocation of resources or
the acquisition of weapons, would be fruitful.
Second, Congress has become a far more partisan body and more welcoming audience for military discontent. This has altered the strategic interaction
between civilian and military officials in the executive branch since most important
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policy decisions require approval from Capitol Hill. This outlet to Congress may
keep Pentagon civilians in check, but it can also provide perverse incentives for
bureaucratic gamesmanship. The impact of these dynamics cannot be underestimated for they color all relations between military and civilian officials.
Third, the information technology (IT) revolution has de-layered the
defense establishment hierarchy, altered the nature of many combat specialties,
fostered an increasingly network-centered organizational structure, and provided
civilians with new points of access into various operational fora. Nuclear weapons
technology dramatically affected the civil-military dialogue in the postwar era,
and information technology may be having an equal effect in the post-Cold War
era. IT has created new dynamics between the field and Washington, officers and
the enlisted, and the Pentagon and other executive branch agencies. The overall
net impact of the IT revolution needs greater study.
Fourth, the Pentagon has increasingly outsourced and privatized functions-from accounting to many peacekeeping responsibilities-in order to save
money and tap the ingenuity of the private sector. How does this trend shift the
civil-military fault line?
Fifth, security policy has increasingly become integrated with domestic
agencies (including the Immigration and Naturalization Service, FBI, Drug
Enforcement Administration, Customs Service, National Guard, and state and
local law enforcement authorities) and scores of nongovernmental agencies. The
surge in concern over homeland security will
enhance their importance. As more and
This outlet to Congress may
more diverse military, paramilitary, and civilian components are involved, they naturally
keep Pentagon civilians in
-

check, but it can also provide

affect the balance in civil-military relations.

perverse incentivesfor
urearaict s
hr
bureaucraticgamesmansh).

national comparative component. Feaver
and Kohn provide an enduring analysis

Lastly, the field needs a better inter-

from an American and national perspective
on security, but many of today's challenges involve coalitions with many foreign
partners who view issues more from an international security point of reference.
The pattern of civil-military relationships in the international context requires far
greater attention if we are to cope effectively with such transnational threats as
terrorism and weapons of mass destruction.
Overall, Soldiers and Civilians captures the essence of the current civil-military gap and puts it in proper historical context. But it also illustrates that the
field must broaden its horizons to understand adequately the sources and consequences of any gap in today's civil-military relations. u
--
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REVIEW OF BERNARD LEWIS

What Went Wrong?
Western Impact andMiddle Eastern Response
(London: Oxford University Press, 2002) $23.00 cloth

This book will produce .a firestorm of controversy. Even its tide is bound
to cause a major argument. "What went wrong," as a question applied to the relationship between the contemporary Middle East and the advanced states and
societies of the globe, can imply that Arabs, Persians, Turks, and Muslims made
an error so large as to embarrass an entire civilization. But this is not the objective of Bernard Lewis' latest thought-provoking text. Rather, he has responded to
a question many Muslims have raised about why an Islamic civilization that once
taught Europe has left its heirs so far behind former students.
At another level this major historian of the Middle East seeks to apply his
craft to a subject that is loaded with political,
ideological, and emotional forces so powerful they often derail attempts to analyze What Lewis discovers
what brought on the crisis of civilization the is that key Middle Eastern
Muslim world now confronts. To handle the institutionsdid not cope
agonies of a culture and society in the midst
well at all with Western
of chaotic change, the author adopts a structural point of view. Key Middle Eastern dominance.
institutions under assault by the forces of
global change are examined to see in what manner the elites coped with Western
dominance. What Lewis discovers is that they did not cope well at all. In seven
chapters he describes how the West controlled the battlefield, surpassed the

Andrew C Hess is Professor ofDiplomacy and Directorof Program in Southwest Asia and
Islamic Civilization at The FletcherSchool ofLaw andDiplomacy.
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Middle East in wealth, and employed its political will in Muslim territories from
the end of the eighteenth to the beginning of the twenty-first century. In four of
these chapters the author also chronicles a powerful, culturally based resistance to
change. Here controversial internal sub-histories examine such subjects as social
and cultural barriers to change, modernization and social equality, secularism and
civil society, time, space, and modernity and aspects of cultural change.
In the last portion of this provocative work Lewis concludes, as did Mustafa
Kemal Ataturk, that the dominant civilization of today is Western, and while a
Western definition of modernity may not be around for a long time, it nonetheless defines the current life conditions for Middle Easterners. Thus, in each of the
seven chapters the author engages in a comparative historical discussion of what
happened in Europe and in non-Muslim areas of the Eastern Mediterranean as
contrasted with what took or did not take place in Muslim territories with respect
to certain basic social and cultural matters attached to modernity. Perhaps the
most familiar of these many decisions not to keep up with Western technological
change is the late entry into the Middle East of the printing press. After describing numerous other examples of an increasing distance between the power of a
modernizing Europe and a Turko-Muslim world committed to a much slower rate
of change, it is not hard to see why Lewis' view of Middle Eastern modernity is
one of cultural impoverishment and political failure.
Lewis then summarizes previous arguments on why the Middle East has
reached such a state. What has been written, so he argues, lays the blame for
modern difficulties on a combination of external and internal actors in manner
that avoids a tough internal criticism. For
Any analysis of the modern external causes, there is a rough axis with a
number of culprits: the Mongols at one end
Middle East must take into and the West at the other. Somewhere in the

consideration thefact that
some progressis taking

place.

middle is the uncreative input of a post-classical Arab past and the aggressive action of
Israel. In terms of internal blocks to modernity, the author mentions the resistance in

the Muslim world to a much-needed redefinition of the division between religious and secular knowledge in order to compete in the modern scientific and technological era. Then there are the less
emotive arguments such as how first cousin marriage prevents the rise of a
modern competitive society and the suggestion that the late Middle Eastern
adoption of the wheel may have impeded an early acceptance of Western technology. Lewis has no problem transcending these hypotheses as he elucidates his
second point: that without a freedom to criticize and adjust institutions from
within their culture, Middle Easterners will not substantially improve their position in the global community.
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This final remark can provide a basis for offering a criticism of this
provocative and potentially controversial study of the modern Middle East.
Bernard Lewis has written quite extensively.about the modernization of Turkey,
the institutional strength of Turko-Muslim empires before the rise of the West,
and the short and violent exposure of the Muslim World to the technological
power of the West. This is to say that although the author does refer to the modernization of Turkey, the emphasis of this study is definitely on what went wrong
rather than what is being done to change state and society. While it is true that
the state-building effort in the Middle East has not produced much in the way of
political freedom, material wealth, scientific achievement, and human rights, any
analysis of the modern Middle East must take into consideration the fact that
some progress is taking place. Moreover, all states and societies have limits to how
fast institutions and cultures can be altered. Thus, in a global community in
which accelerating rates of innovation have become institutionalized, the question of how fast states can alter their institutions and cultures without losing control is very much a part of the last two centuries, and it is not hard to find
examples of efforts to bring on modern change that have not created a modernity
as defined in Western terms. This is not an argument against the progressive
application of modern technology or in opposition to the author's criticism of
non-objective explanations for the non-modernity of the Middle East. Rather,
this is to suggest that the problem is bigger in the sense that the Middle East has
for some time been a part of a global system of change unparalleled in human history. This development alters past historical frameworks, and in the case of this
book, it makes its comparative format for the discussion of modern politics and
culture in the Middle East old-fashioned. n
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International Law
ALFRED
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RUBIN

REVIEW OF ALLAN GERSON AND JERRY ADLER

The Price of Terror. One bomb. One plane. 270 lives.
The history-making struggleforjustice after PanAm 103
New York: HarperCollins,2001, $25.95 cloth
Allan Gerson isa lawyer representing many of the families of people killed
by the destruction of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, on December
21, 1988. Judging by the book's many third-party references to Gerson's role in
the litigation that followed, he drafted this book as a technical manual for
claimants' attorneys and then apparently rewrote it as a more popular treatise for
a broader audience with Jerry Adler, a writer for Newsweek. Its style is popular and
it focuses in large part on the human interest side from a very American perspective. Thus, the book might be of less interest to lawyers than to American

claimants themselves.
The book begins with the moving tale of the families' frustration awaiting
word of their children, spouses, and other relatives as news of the disaster slowly filtered down from Pan Am officials and the American government. It is a wrenching
tale. It is also filled with overstatement, such as mention that "the sinking of the
Lusitanialed to America's entry into the First World War,"' a statement that is both

unnecessary and patently untrue. It ignores the equivalent misery inflicted upon the
families of innocent victims by military action of other nations, such as the 1988
Vincennes incident in which an American warship accidentally destroyed an Iranian
aircraft filled with pilgrims to Saudi Arabia. Distinctions can, of course, be drawn,
but not distinctions based upon degrees of misery. War is hell, and even when the
military action is not deemed part of a "war," it kills people and destroys property.
Gerson seems to regard the Lockerbie disaster as somehow more tragic than situations in which other innocent non-combatants get in the way of military action.
Alfred P Rubin is DistinguishedProfessorofInternationalLaw at The FletcherSchool ofLaw
andDiplomacy.
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Accepting the book as a description of one side of a complex situation in
which others ordered military action resulting in death and misery to many
Americans who had not thought themselves combatants in any struggle, The
Price of Terror eloquently describes how successive American administrations
aggravated the families' misery by failing to speak openly about the Lockerbie
tragedy. The evasiveness of Republican and Democratic administrations alike cer2
tainly made the pain felt by the victims' families substantially worse.
That pain was not lessened by the similar action of the Libyan authorities who
Gerson, Adler, and many others believe were (and are) to have been responsible for
Flight 103's destruction over Scottish territory. Their denial of involvement, overwhelmingly likely to be untrue, merely added to the pain of those for whom "justice" meant the abasement of the people responsible for the horrible disaster. Claims
for monetary damages were extremely unlikely to bring about the resolution that
some of the families felt was the only form of "justice" that would satisfy them.
The general legal approach was to seek "justice" in the form of what Aristotle
called "rectificatory justice," payment for the pain and suffering of those affected by
the disaster. To some these seemed aimed more at enriching claimants' attorneys
and ending the claims that governments, airlines, and insurance companies each
wanted ended for its own reasons. The only form of "justice" that some claimants
felt would satisfy them was to be sought in the abasement of a regime that has substantial backing in its own country and would be followed by what would appear
to its immediate subjects as something infinitely worse. It is like trying to do "justice" in the United States by returning Boston or New York to the Native
Americans. No doubt some descendants of those Native Americans, or descendants
of the slaves whose labor created part of the wealth this country enjoys, cannot be
satisfied that the eternal scales of "justice" are balanced unless we, who profit from
the abuses of our ancestors, return that land and property to those from whose
ancestors they were wrenched. We are not about to do that and are persuaded by
many legal arguments that true "justice" does not require such an outcome.
As a governmental lawyer who was involved in the American decision to
continue the limitation on airlines liability embodied in the Warsaw Convention
of 1929, I have serious problems with the authors' dismissal of the limitation? It
is not that the limit on liability is "fair" to anybody, and the limitation on airlines
liability could well be eliminated with little monetary loss to either insurance
companies or airlines. In fact, generally there is no such limitation on liability in
domestic airline flights, for example between Chicago and Los Angeles, yet
American airlines seem able to operate domestically with profits limited only by
other factors. But ending that limitation would have major effects on international aviation supported by our allies and others whose views are ignored only if
the U.S. government is prepared for retaliatory commercial and other action.
Gerson and Adler consider none of these factors.
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I was also one of the lawyers contacted by Libya in connection with its case
against the United States before the International Court of Justice. I felt then, as
I feel now, that there is substance to the Libyan claim, but that I would be
uncomfortable representing a client whose attitude towards my country would
place me in a position of condemning in the U.S. what I should also like to condemn in Libya. I refused the invitation, as did many of my colleagues at other
institutions.4 Instead, I wrote an article pointing out the legal complications that
resulted from American insistence on political, rather than legal, pressures against
Libya.' Gerson apparently felt that American legal recourse was vital, but that
political action to amend the American Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of
1976, as amended (FSIA)-the American legislation that defines the jurisdiction
of American tribunals over foreign sovereigns-was more important than following the traditional rules of international law-making.
This introduces the most interesting part of the book-the discussion of
the political action by which Gerson and his colleagues found ways to amend
American municipal (national) law to allow the families of Lockerbie's victims to
pursue their conception of "justice" in American courts. First, he argues that violation of some human rights rules amounted to a "waiver" of sovereign immunity.
Thus, if Libya ordered the destruction of innocent civilians, it had violated fundamental rules of international "law" and had thereby implicitly waived its
immunity from suit in national courts that could exercise "universal jurisdiction"
over the foreign state. There is so much that is dubious about this argument that
it is not surprising that all but one of the American tribunals that heard it ultimately rejected it. The logical flaws include: its assumption that American courts
could define "international law" related to "human rights;" the relationship of
human rights law to the FSIA; Gerson's assumption that Libya was responsible
for the Lockerbie horror before that involvement was proven; and the assumption
that foreign courts, such as those of equal sovereigns in Iran and Libya, could not
apply an identical rationale to find that its tribunals had jurisdiction over the
United States, etc. Instead of acknowledging these flaws, Gerson blames the several courts' rejections on judges' biases and the opposition of counsel whose
financial interests would be injured if a New York tribunal that rejected Gerson's
argument were replaced with a Washington court that seemed persuaded by it. I
do not know the inner stories involved, but Gerson's point of view is eloquently
6
expressed here.
Eventually, things seemed to revolve around legislation, and the tale is told
of the lobbying efforts and behind-the-doors negotiations that resulted in an
amendment to the FSIA to provide American courts with the necessary jurisdiction to adjudicate! regarding a foreign sovereign's asserted acts.' The way was
cleared for what promised to be a politically disastrous and empty suit against
Libya in American courts, much to the pleasure of Gerson and his colleagues,
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whose aim had never been money or other forms of "justice" as defined by
Aristotle or the executive branches of the American, British, and other governments involved, but had been "justice" as defined by some of the families of the
Lockerbie victims, some American tribunals, and by Adler, Gerson, and their colleagues. There was never much prospect of getting substantial amounts of money
from Libya, but some claimants had aimed to bring down the Libyan government
regardless of analyses of what would replace it in Libya and how such activity by
the American legal process would affect world order. This is not to say that Gerson
and his colleagues are wrong, only that this part of the book seems one-sided.
Finally, for reasons ably analyzed by Gerson and Adler, Libya made a political decision to allow its two accused agents to be tried by a Scottish tribunal in
Camp Zeist, the Netherlands. The acquittal of one is mentioned, but the conviction of the other, recently affirmed on appeal, is regarded as a great victory that
opens the door for further suits against Libya in American courts. After all, the
involvement of a Libyan agent in the tragedy had now been proved to the satisfaction of at least one tribunal. It is not noted that this conviction also opens the
possibility that American officials could be tried by Libyan and other countries'
tribunals for violations of what others might regard as fundamental rules of international law that resulted in the deaths of innocent civilians. If each state is left
to determine by municipal legislation or by its own tribunals what the "human
rights" rules of international law are, there is no assurance that those rules will be
the same as those adopted by American legislators or courts. Perhaps the reported
attempts by our own officials to bomb Libya or to assassinate some of those
involved in Chilean or Cuban politics will be grounds for extradition or other
rendition of those officials to the foreign country concerned, or assertions of the
waiver of sovereign immunity followed by trials of the United States in Chile,
Cuba, or elsewhere. Of course, the multimillion dollar judgments that seem
likely to follow will never be satisfied by either the officials' private bank accounts
or congressional appropriations, as is now the case regarding various "human
rights" judgments against Various foreign villains in American courts.
But there is indeed some substance to the joy expressed by Gerson and
Adler about future possibilities of civil trials and "rectificatory justice."9 Under
American Constitutional law the relationship between the political branches of
our government and the judiciary cannot be resolved by mere assertion. Claims
against the United States by Iran in connection with the Vincennes incident, and
by Nicaragua in connection with the American mining of some Nicaraguan harbors, have been presented successfully, and ways have been found to pay those
claims without unduly jeopardizing other American interests. Those ways have
been worked out by the executive and legislative branches of the U.S. government
and the other governments involved. Now, with the jurisdiction of the American
judiciary provided by the FSIA and a "conventional wisdom" based on a serious
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misreading of the Judicature Act of 1789, we shall see whether the American
public feels better served than it has been.'0 By the evidence of this book, the
American public has not been well served by its executive branch, and the legislative branch remains mired in the intrigues that have blighted American legislation since the inception of the Republic."
But that is not to say that private law suits in American (and foreign)
courts might not be appropriate in some cases. It must be up to the discretion of
the American legislature and judiciary to define and apply laws (with the advice
of the executive branch) affecting the interests of the United States. From this
point of view, the Gerson and Adler book is a welcome addition to the literature
of international delicts and claims. n
NOTES
1Allan Gerson and Jerry Adler, The Price of Terror: One bomb. Oneplane.270 Lives. The histoy-makingstruggleforjusticeafter PanAm 103 (New York HarperCollins, 2001), 20.
2 Gerson identifies himself as a Republican. He has held official positions in various Republican administrations.
3 Allan Gerson and Jerry Adler, 131-133.
4 Gerson, a friend of Abe Sofaer, a legal adviser to the American State Department during the Reagan administration, apparently felt that Sofaer's initial acceptance of a similar offer from Libya was- immoral. Sofaer
withdrew his involvement shortly afterwards, but his friendship with Gerson apparently never resumed its
old intimacy. See ibid., 137, 176-177.
5 Alfred P. Rubin, "Libya, Lockerbie and the Law," Diplomacy andStatecraft4(1): 1993, 1-19.
6 Allan Gerson and Jerry Adler, 186-194.
7 Rest. 3ra Restatement of the ForeignRelations Law ofthe United States, para. 421-423.
8 Allan Gerson and Jerry Adler, 224-239.
9 Ibid., 299.
10 See Alfred P. Rubin, "U.S. Tort Suits by Aliens Based on International Law," The Fletcher Forum of World
Affairs 18(2) 1994: 65-75.
11 See Alfred P. Rubin, Ethics andAuthority in InternationalLaw(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997),
74 (especially note 11), 77-82, 85-86, 91-97, for examples.
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American War in the 1990s
DAVID G-. DELANEY

REVIEW OF DAVID HIALBERSTAM

War in a Time of Peace:Bush, Clinton, and the Generals
(New York: Scribner,2001) $28 cloth
George W. Bush's war against terrorism reminds Americans how a unifying
theme or organizing principle in foreign affairs can center a president's policy,
particularly with respect to the use of military force. In contrast, the last decade
in global events was characterized largely by internal and ethnic conflict, humanitarian crises, and the emergence of a unipolar international system-traits that
do not readily suggest a single (or clear) mission for U.S. military forces. Yet U.S.
troops undertook new missions in Africa, Central America, and Europe during
the 1990s without a coherent concept of where to intervene or how to define success. War in a Time ofPeace describes the processes that sent Americans to confront crises in Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, and particularly Kosovo, though not
Rwanda. David Halberstam succeeds brilliantly in relating many of the important domestic and international events that frame those operations through the
eyes of those who planned and directed them.
Halberstam's success, as in The Best and the Brightest,his acclaimed account
of America's involvement in Vietnam, derives primarily from his broad scope and
eloquent, novel-like narrative. He draws substance from interviews with dozens of
senior civilian and military policymakers from the Bush and Clinton administrations and links their past foreign policy experiences to their current professional
responsibilities. Larry Eagleburger, the Kissinger protdg6 admired within his
department as the only foreign service officer to serve as secretary of state, battled
with his conscience on supporting the independence-minded Croats and Slovenes.
Les Aspin, the former House Armed Services Committee chairman and long-time
secretary of defense aspirant, unsuccessfully sought access to and guidance from

David G. Delaney, a West Point graduateandformer army officer, served in Bosnia as a
member of the NATO Implementation Force and most recently as a Rosenthal Fellow on the
State Departmentpolicy planningstaff. He is currently a master's degree candidate at The
FletcherSchool ofLaw and Diplomacy.
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the president and took the fall for failure in Somalia. Tony Lake and Richard
Holbrooke, the bright survivors of disaffected 1960s and 1970s foreign service
officers, argued that intervention in Bosnia need not repeat the failures they witnessed in Vietnam. Halberstam asserts that despite this abundance of bright
minds, extensive experience, and personal commitment to effective foreign policy,
the lack of clearly articulated national interests hindered America's ability to use
military force appropriately.
Through chapter-length biographies and psychoanalytical sketches of the
key players, Halberstam points to interpersonal dynamics as largely determinative
in shaping U.S. military action. Madeleine Albright is the outside-the-boys-club
academic whose public grandstanding as
UN ambassador and secretary of state disDespite this abundance
tanced her from fellow policymakers and
marginalized her effectiveness in calling for
of bright minds, extensive
earlier action in Kosovo. General Wesley
experience, andpersonal
Clark is the do-good officer of tomorrow's
commitment to effective
military who stepped too heavily on
Pentagon toes and too quickly into White
foreign policy, the lack of
clearly articulatednationa House decision-making circles to win
Kosovo his way. And President Clinton is
interests hinderedAmerica the "emotionally-truncated man-child" who
ability to use military
spent 25 percent of his time on foreign
affairs (compared to 60 percent for other
force appropriately.
presidents) believing that his foreign policy
advisers should conjure up effective crisisut
his
guidance. As Halberstam demonstrates,
response plans h la carte witho
Somalia and Bosnia proved that Clinton could not choose a military course of
action or long-term policy program in the same way he polled Americans for a
centrist position on tricky domestic issues. In fact "centering" foreign policy
might require a worldview reflecting the commander in chief's vision-a point
Halberstam shows that Clinton learned belatedly and only while searching for his
presidential legacy in Middle East peace efforts.
As in Halberstam's previous works, War in a Time of Peace is not policy
analysis but journalistic history, and as such it includes all the requisite references
to 1990s pop-political waypoints. "It's the economy, stupid" marks the 1992 election, and the physical evidence that Monica Lewinsky produced against President
Clinton encouraged the "vast right-wing conspiracy" against him. These events
occasionally draw Halberstam into moderate overstatement and passing commentary that many will find distracting if not erroneous. According to him, Ken
Starr's inquiry into Lewinsky's book-buying habits is "not one of American
democracys finest moments," and Clinton, despite his transgressions, did not
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diminish the office of the presidency but merely "his own presidency." Yet these
traits of the genre do not interfere with Halberstam's ability to elucidate the Bush
and Clinton decision-making processes.
As a tool to explain why the United States (and the world) ignored genocide in Rwanda and failed to intervene sooner in Bosnia and Kosovo, however,
the book's focus on interpersonal relationships has limited.effectiveness. Although
Vietnam's shadows are unavoidable in this tale, Halberstam implicitly captures
the increasing difficulty of relying on Cold War-era terminology to assess contemporary political-military policies. Policymakers themselves are no longer
simply "hawks" or "doves." One must consider, for example, the events that led
National Security Adviser Sandy Berger to evolve rather quickly from a position
of skepticism and inaction to one advocating uncompromising victory in the
Kosovo air war. Equally essential to understanding the period are NATO's struggle to define its role as it approached its fiftieth anniversary the role of international law in prohibiting Kosovo-like wars in the name of humanitarian goals,
and the status of America's military in society. Unfortunately, Halberstam provides almost no detail on these topics.
For example, the discussion of consequential military matters ends with
cursory treatment of tensions among the military's "intellectual" and "warrior"
senior leaders and the 1993 "don't ask, don't tell" policy. More revealing of the
serious strains placed on the 1990s military
were the numerous issues related to reshaping the military into a war-in-a-time-of- The use of militaryforce
peace fighting force without sacrificing the always amounts to defacto
ability to win decisively in large-scale, con- warfighting,whetherforces
ventional combat. The defense department
are protectingSomalian
instituted a bottom-up budget review and
struggled with the two-major regional con- food convoys or compelling
flict model, and the army departed from its Slobodan Milosevics
air-land battle doctrine and developed a
compliance in Kosovo.
light brigade concept that is just now being
tested in the field. In essence, every smallunit leader training for an "operation other than war" was concerned about how
closed bases, reduced troop levels, changed promotion-systems, altered equipment procurement programs, decreased training funds, restructured retirement
benefits, and increased operations tempo would affect his unit's ability to fight
and win.
Nevertheless, Halberstam's themes are clear and inescapable. The use of
military force always amounts to de facto warfighting, not antiseptic treatment,
whether forces are protecting Somalian food convoys or compelling Slobodan
Milosevic's compliance in Kosovo. Diplomatic efforts, such as Warren
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Christopher's failed May 1993 trip to engage European allies on lifting the arms
embargo and using airpower in Bosnia, require strategic forethought, resolve, and
leadership. Finally, President Clinton remained personally uncommitted to his
policies, particularly by limiting the U.S. force commitment in Bosnia to one
year and by hedging on whether to use ground troops in Kosovo.
While grand political-military strategy alone never guarantees successful
foreign policy, by definition it provides a guiding principle, a "centering" theme,
on which the labyrinthine, bureaucratic policymaking process of modern governance necessarily relies. Presidents play the critical role in setting that agenda, and
ad hoc programs may not suffice. As the war on terrorism demonstrates, a central tenet in foreign policy need not prescribe precisely when to commit
American forces or how to set correlative political goals, but does need to provide
an organizing principle on which bureaucratic organizations can respond when
required. Failing to stake out this center, wherever it lies on the political spectrum, may doom an administration to failure. In presenting this perspective, War
in a Time ofPeace helps elucidate 1990s American foreign policy decision making
and encourages Americans to consider that their role in foreign policy success
begins long before crises appear as news broadcasts-it begins with the election
of the president. m
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Books in Brief
The Paradox ofAmerican Power
BYJOSEPH S. NYE, JR.

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2002) $26 cloth
In his most recent contribution to the literature on America's role in global
affairs, Joseph Nye, Dean of the John E Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University, serves up a clear and cogent lesson for all interested in the
maintenance of American dominance. Setting out to expose the dangers of unilateralist policy as displayed by the present administration, Nye argues that the
multidimensional power of the United States reflects its willingness to cooperate
in a heavily interdependent world. The farther U.S. policies stray from the shores
of multilateral commitment, Nye warns, the more vulnerable American power
becomes in the face of inherently global issues like terrorism, environmental catastrophe, and economic decline.
The key to Nye's insistence on multilateralism, however, is not simply that
the United States work with its neighbors to successfilly traverse the gulfs of global
governance. Rather, Nye emphasizes that in addition to the maintenance of the
"hard power" of military and economic might, the United States must cultivate its
power to persuade and influence to make its allies comfortable with America's
colossal strength and amenable to its ability to set the world's political agenda.
Herein lies the paradox of American power. While the United States clearly
outstrips the rest of the world in military firepower, is among the dominant economic engines, and is home to the information revolution, it remains vulnerable
to threats that disregard traditional notions of security and national interest. In
sharp contrast, therefore, to the balance of power stratagems of realist theorists,
Nye concludes that however valid an American claim to hegemony may be, it
remains subject to the cooperative frameworks of international relations. To think
otherwise is not just unpopular among American allies. It is unrealistic. m
-Justin Stein
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Mending Fences: The Evolution of
Moscow's China Policy from Brezhnev to Yeltsin
By ELIZABETH WISHNICK
(Seattle: University of Washington Press,2001) $45.00 cloth

Bitter rivals, erstwhile allies, and now cautious counterweights to the United
States in a new "multipolar" world order, Russia and China have always had a
complex and turbulent relationship. Judging from Mending Fences, Elizabeth
Wishnick's examination of Russia's China policy from 1969 to 1999, the relationship will not get any simpler.
The book begins with an historical look into the disputed eastern border
region that divides the two countries. This contested area became a battlefield after
a heated exchange of ideological polemics exploded into armed conflict between
Russian and Chinese forces in the spring of 1969. Fearful of Beijing's intentions,
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev opted to contain China militarily. According to
Wishnick, Soviet hostility toward China stemmed primarily from Beijing's rejection of the Soviet development model-a move perceived by Moscow as a threat
to its status as the leader of the international communist movement.
The arrival of Mikhail Gorbachev, according to the author, marked the end
of anti-Chinese rhetoric and a strengthening of economic relations. The demise
of the Soviet Union notwithstanding, relations between Moscow and Beijing
continued to flourish. Shared grievances over U.S. policies toward Iraq and theater missile defense, in particular, strengthened the Sino-Russian partnership.
However, as Wishnick points out, Sino-Russian relations may weaken over time
due to the changing roles played by Russia and China in international affairs.
"Russia, a declining power, aims to recover its lost status, while China, a rising
power, resists efforts to constrain its emerging global role," Wishnick says.
Wishnick's examination of Sino-Soviet relations in the context of domestic
politics and the broader U.S.-USSR-PRC strategic triangle is sharp and insightful. Disappointingly, her analysis weakens when evaluating Russia's China policy
under Yeltsin, as she fails to produce the same level of rigorous scrutiny and original thinking that was present in her discussion of the pre-Yeltsin years.
Nonetheless, Wishnick provides important lessons about Sino-Russian statecraft
and sheds light on the foreign policy challenges that Russian leaders will face for
years to come. Vladimir Putin, please take note. m
-Kimito Mishina
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Rethinking Humanitarian Intervention
By BRIAN LEPARD

(University Park,PA: PennsylvaniaState University Press, 2002) $55 cloth

In his new book, Rethinking HumanitarianIntervention, Professor Brian
Lepard tackles one of the more controversial and complex questions of international law: on what basis should the United Nations Security Council determine
that human rights violations constitute a threat to international peace and security, thereby triggering mechanisms of humanitarian intervention? In what he
deems "a fresh approach" to answering this question, Lepard offers an ethical
framework informed by values and principles found in the revered texts of world
religion that are consistent with fundamental legal norms housed in instruments
such as the UN Charter and the International Bill of Rights.
Lepard's approach, while certainly novel for its impressive mingling of religious values and international legal norms with their attendant prescriptions, falls
within a narrow field of work that is notably occupied by authors like Richard Falk.
This line of argument suggests that, in their search for normative methodologies,
international jurists and politicians have unnecessarily abandoned the well-springs
of guidance found in the repertory of the world's major religions. The search for
appropriate criteria has been further complicated by what the author correctly sees
as conflicts within the order of international law, as well as the absence of useful
means to prioritize international norms. This is Lepard's point of departure.
Acknowledging that current theories of humanitarian intervention and collective security are helpful, yet ultimately trapped within a disciplinary hamster
wheel unable to meaningfully prioritize ethical claims in the context of the ongoing debate, Lepard attempts to bring clarity to international law's schizophrenic
perspective on intervention by viewing the question through a philosophically theistic lens. The focal point of this lens is the "preeminent principle of unity in diversity"-a concept with a history and origin conveniently shared by many of the
world's major religions, including Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity,
Islam, and the Baha'i Faith. Lepard explains that the transversal nature of this principle is articulated through international legal norms prominently featured in the
UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, such as the sovereign equality of all nations and the right to self-determination.
Lepard defines this preeminent principle as "the unity of all human beings
as equally dignified members of one human family, who in turn can, within a
framework of unity, develop and take pride in individual, national, ethnic, or religious identities." This concept forms the basis of Lepard's framework that incorporates, in descending order, fundamental ethical principles, compelling ethical
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principles, and essential ethical principles; all of which should conform to the two
norms appropriately recognized by international law, as well as the preeminent
notion of unity in diversity.
Armed with this framework, developed over the course of an elaborate
analysis of religious teachings and case studies of humanitarian intervention, it is
proposed that bodies like the UN Security Council will not only avoid the indeterminacy of current standards for intervention, but will likewise be shielded
from rebukes of cultural imperialism owing to its system of norms rich with
Judeo-Christian and Islamic influences. Admittedly not a religious scholar, nor
the proponent of a methodologically rigorous system, Lepard nonetheless lays
down the groundwork for a set of interdisciplinary lighthouses situated to assist
in the often murky work of determining when it is both legally and morally
appropriate to use collective force in the name of human rights protection. m
- Justin Stein

Kazakhstan: Unfulfilled Promise
MARTHA BRILL OLCOTT

(Washington D. C: CarnegieEndowmentfor InternationalPeace, 2002) $24.95paper

We've overcome the hardships
Let the past serve bitter lesson
But aheadwe face a radiantfuture.
-

FROM KAZAKHSTAN'S NATIONAL ANTHEM

Kazakhstan's political leadership may believe that sunshine is on the horizon, but as Martha Brill Olcott makes clear in Kazakhstan: Unfulfilled Promise,
the storm clouds are gathering over the country. According to Olcott, America's
foremost expert on Kazakhstan, "the greatest source of instability for Kazakhstan
lies within the state itself" Since gaining independence in 1991, Kazakhstan's
experiment in state building has been plagued by ethnic antagonism, economic
hardship, widespread corruption and other domestic problems, she says.
Olcott places responsibility for the country's current predicament squarely
on the shoulders of President Nursultan Nazarbayev and his inner circle.
Kazakhstan "could have developed a pluralistic or quasi-pluralistic political
system and a transparent market economy if its leaders had only shown the will
to discipline themselves," she states. Yet instead of promoting democratic reform
and a market economy, the powerful elite have preferred to invest in themselves,
she says, with a culture of bribery, shady business dealings and overseas shopping
sprees becoming widespread. The book is filled with detail about Nazarbayev and
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his cronies, and it is in this uncompromising perspective that Olcott succeeds.
But if Kazakhstan:Unfifilled Promise is comprehensive and provides an
enlightening portrayal of Nazarbayev, Olcott's emphasis on detail crowds out
provocative and insightful analysis. Many of the issues presented by Olcott are
not original (some are recycled from her earlier works) and much of the evidence
put forward is drawn from what appear to be questionable opinion polls and
public surveys.
In her conclusion, Olcott reiterates that a democratic flowering is in the
best interest of Kazakhstan and urges the United States to "press the Nazarbayev
regime to develop more participatory political institutions and to take seriously
the need for economic transparency." Failing to do so, Olcott warns, "will result
in a significant strategic loss for U.S. foreign policy." Undoubtedly, a more democratic Kazakhstan would better serve U.S. national interests, but there are limits
to America's ability to promote democracy overseas. Lacking favorable local conditions such as enlightened leadership, Kazakhstan is not yet ripe for democratic
development.
Ultimately, Kazakhstan's future rests solely in the hands of the Kazakh
people, not in U.S. political will. Only the Kazakh people can put the Nazarbayev
kleptocracy out of business.
-Kimito Mishina
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